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ABSTRACT
As the size and complexity of software systems increase, software development process couldn’t be bound
to just codifying some modules that serve needed functionality and finding the appropriate configuration of
these modules. Instead, a growing need emerges to sketch a big picture of the whole system that not only
identifies basic parts of functionality, but also harmonizes these parts internally, manages how these parts
will provide needed functionality, and paves the way for future adaptation. The answer to this need was
software architectures. The agile approach to software development wasn’t about introducing a magical
solution that will handle all development problems. However, the agile architecting approach is believed to
be a source of new problems. Through this paper, we are going to explore agile architecting problems and
what is needed to achieve an architecting approach that can be agile, while serving its purpose of
producing a stable architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over years, software architectures are believed to be the first step on moving from problem space
to solution space, as architectures provide an infrastructure for building scalable systems [1]
which can handle several complexity forms such as geographic distribution, number of
requirements and number of stakeholders [2]. Software architecture design not only encompasses
the whole system’s life but also it can sometimes affect other systems in case of product-lines
development or while reusing parts of a system in other systems. Software architecture paves the
way for achieving specific qualities of the system being developed, e.g. modifiability,
performance, and these qualities are critical for the system’s future as well as being critical for its
implementation and operation. It forms a map characterizing relations between whole system’s
parts.
Regardless of the growing need of having a big picture of the system under development and
despite the increasing criticism of agile methods for not offering suitable process for large-scale
systems; agilists view architecting work in light of traditional development [3]. They suppose that
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architecting is a tedious work that requires upfront design and massive documentation [4].
Kruchten claimed that agile teams may consider agile values and good architecture practices to be
contradicting [5]; while in their survey, Falessi et al. concluded that the principles of architecturecentric methods are believed to be supportive to agile values [2]. However, while agilists are
always concerned with delivering value more frequently, they believe that architecture’s value is
not visible or at least is not achievable on the short term [5].
However, agilists tried to tame architecting to acquire an agile flavour; therefore, they provide
some guiding architecting principles to consolidate agility in the resulting artefacts of the
architecting process. Leffingwell et al. concluded the agile architecting principles into phrases
like “the teams that code the system design the system”, “they build it, they test it”, “system
architecture is role collaboration” which emphasize the importance of role collaboration and
variation in experiences among team members to enhance self-organization among team
members [6]. Leffingwell et al. added a principle through the phrase “build the simplest
architecture that could possibly work” to cope with agilists’ chase of simplicity and doing only
work that would add tangible value frequently [6]. Leffingwell et al. added a principle calling
that “when in doubt, code it out” which comes very consistent with agilists’ belief that working
software is the main measure of success [6]. And finally, the last principle of agile architecting
Leffingwell et al. phrased shows that “the bigger the system, the longer the runway” [6]. This
runway means architectural fundamental elements developed in earlier iterations that would play
as an infrastructure for the coming parts of the system. It does not contain functionality but shows
framework [7]. By having an architectural runway; agilists bid on attacking the right system
requirements that are hard to incorporate late in the development cycle. The size of the system
determines the amount of work required in developing its runway; and here comes the challenge
for agilists’ belief and understanding of this principle. The more the team and the project are
larger, the more the effort required in developing an architecture’s runway; then –in our opinionthe more agilists’ are likely to dismiss this principle and ignore long-term expected benefits of
constructing such runway in enabling incremental development and smooth accommodation of
further changes. We think that agilists disregarded this principle through their chase of frequent
delivery and short feedback cycles. Unfortunately, the agile architecting principles are
inconsistent with what is already done in architecting software products using an agile approach.
Driven by their trend to maximize the work undone, minimize the work done upfront, defer
decisions to the last responsible time, invest in code rework, and react to changes rather than
design for them as Coplien & Bjornvig explained, we argue that agilists are more likely to quit
investing in building the software architecture of a product and wait for it to emerge as the
product grows incrementally [8]. Software architectures are believed to be important to learn
about and preserve architectural knowledge. Jansen & Bosch showed that in absence of
knowledge about design decisions themselves, there is more possibility for violating architectural
decisions’ constraints, and this may lead to architectural degradation [9]. They also confirmed the
difficulty of tracing cross-cutting design decisions which are achieved through various
components; and consequently, architecture change and maintenance will be a difficult and
expensive process. Through sections two and three we are going to explore problems resulting
from their trend in architecting, and proposed solution directions to them, and our insights into
how to reach a balance between architecting while preserving process agility in section four.

2.

TROUBLESOME AGILE ARCHITECTING: ORIGINS AND
IMPLICATIONS

Through the introduction we have presented how agilists communicate their beliefs about
architecting. How the proposed agile architecting principles are translated into practices is where
the problems reside. We argue that these practices haven’t helped in coming up with an
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architecture that can introduce a form upon which the structure of the product to be built can
emerge incrementally. Instead, these practices contributed to having a fragile architecture which
would have the problem of being expensive to fix. These problems can occur when early, simple
design decisions result in foreseeable changes that cause breakage in the design beyond the ability
of refactoring to handle [10]. Through the next subsection we are going to explore these practices
one by one and then we will discuss how they contributed into limiting the applicability of the
agile software development approach.

2.1 Agile Architecting Practices
Agile architecting revolves around three basic practices; using refactoring, getting to a
communicated metaphor about the architecture to be built, and developing spike solutions [11].
I. Architectural Refactoring
Agilists use refactoring as their main practice to accommodate changes as they come up during
software development life cycle, as well as design improvement. Refactoring is defined according
to Mens & Tourwe as: “The process of changing a software system in such a way that it does not
alter the external behaviour of the code, yet improves its internal structure” [12]. As Moser et al.
claimed, refactoring in the context of agile methods increases software understandability,
improves software design, and accelerates the coding process and finding bugs [13]. Refactoring
in higher levels of abstraction like architectural levels in called architectural refactoring [11].
Agilists use architectural refactoring to achieve quality attributes that are not provided by
ordinary refactoring.
However, Barbacci et al. argued that not all quality attributes such as security can be
accommodated later in implementation through refactoring [14]. They showed that some quality
attributes’ components and mechanisms must be designed early in the life cycle. Besides,
frequent non-systemic modifications to requirements can make the architecture fragile [15], and
can result in architectural degradation, which leads to a mismatch between the actual functions of
the system and its original design [16], and subsequently upgrades and fixes become expensive to
implement. This case is called architectural erosion [17]. Architectural erosion is defined as the
regressive deviance of an application from its original intended architecture resulting from
successive changes [18]. Architectural erosion leads to increasing resistance to change and
subsequently high cost of maintenance [19]. Architectural degradation causes are mainly mapped
to late-lifecycle changes, which are considered to be the most crucial, risky, and expensive when
they are changes to requirements [16]. Therefore, the earlier to make changes is the better.
Buschmann mentioned some characteristics of refactoring such as that it can improve only
developmental qualities such as maintainability of design, and it is not suitable for inserting new
functions or improve operational quality attributes, because such refactorings would alter a
system’s behaviour [20]. This claim sounds reasonable as long as the main aim of refactoring is
to alter internal structure without changing external behaviour, and it also raises critical questions
about the viability of refactoring –in the context of agile development- to leverage a system’s
architecture and alter it later to insert missed quality attributes. Coplien & Bjornvig firmly
emphasized the ineffectiveness of using refactoring to fix architectural problems, and Coplien &
Bjornvig proved the correctness of his claim by citing reports, which conclude not only that TestDriven Development (TDD) provided no architectural benefit of refactoring, but also TDD may
cause the architecture to deteriorate [8]. This opinion contradicts Breivold et al.’s claim that the
strength that TDD gives to architectural development, while not denying the increase in time and
effort and the loss of design and architecture decision traceability while adopting TDD [21].
Bohem & Turner claimed that experiences where cost of change remained low over time were
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associated only with small applications and expert programmers who know where to refactor
quickly and correct defects [10].
II. Metaphors
A metaphor is a shared story that guides development team on how the system should look like
and how it works [3]. A metaphor is defined according to West as: “A story that everyone –
customers, programmers, and managers –can tell about how the system works” [22]. Agilists
used metaphors to describe the logical architecture of the system in form of some stories which
are familiar for the development team [23]. A metaphor’s effectiveness is evaluated after
developing it. Agilists used metaphors sometimes to substitute lack of architecture [5].
Irit Hadar showed that despite creating metaphors to achieve concretion of abstract concepts,
metaphors sometimes don’t provide the desired clearance and cause confusion and meaning
distortion [24]. Metaphors were argued to be a methodological weak point [22], because they
usually don’t give precise or definite meaning and they become subject to how each member in
the team would understand its meaning and moral. In the study conducted by Tomayko &
Herbsleb, they concluded that metaphors were proved not to be costly, but useless in achieving
either communication of project’s idea or guidance through the architecture development process
[25]. This practice was widely ignored [25] because it has never been completely understood.
Even agilists like Fowler claimed being not able to understand what is meant by a metaphor and
how to use it [22]. Kent Beck, the godfather of XP, tried to explain the benefits of metaphors in
guiding developers through the exploration of system architecture but suddenly he surrendered to
his critics and re-explained a metaphor as a gained skill not as a practice [3], [26]. However,
practitioners like West & Solano argued about the necessity of having system metaphors because
not having them would enforce developers to employ default sets of metaphors and this would
impact the resulting design negatively [26], because there would be a demanding need to continue
in refactoring the resulting design to include the desired requirements. Despite their attempts to
increase advocacy of metaphors’ creation, we think that they provided weak propositions which
don’t qualify metaphors to substitute for lack of architectures .
III. Architectural Spikes
Agilists are seeking to eliminate possibilities of being mistaken or choosing the wrong parts to
implement. Spiking is one of their practices to assess risks resulting of design choices. Spikes are
defined according to Tomayko as: “A rapid development of a prototype that answers a single
question about requirements” [27]. A spike is a throw-away code that helps in estimating the
difficulty of a certain task and assessing technical risks resulting of advocating a certain
architectural design decision. Spikes are created to explore technically difficult portions of the
system that would be programmed and solved, while prototypes are used to validate the system to
be built [28]. We argue that architectural spikes can’t serve their purpose of ensuring the
suitability of architectural design decisions to achieving needed requirements. Mainly basic
architectural design decisions are made to satisfy driving requirements, especially quality
attribute-related requirements. So, constructing an architectural spike with a single user feature
can help measure an architecture’s achievement level of only design or quality attribute concerns
localized in the implemented feature, which can’t be used as a determinant of the whole
architecture achievement level of certain quality attribute. This can be explained by believing in
the fact that an architecture’s achievement level of a certain quality attribute is the cumulative
achievement level of different concerns related to this quality attribute across all the modules
interweaved together to form the structure fitting into the form introduced by the evaluated
architecture. Thinking that an architecture’s achievement level of a certain quality attribute can be
measured through a number of single architectural spikes and then generalized to the whole
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architecture is like thinking that a vertical slice of a not-uniformed soil can be used as a
determinant of characteristics of a vast desert.

2.2

Agile Architecting as Agile Development Applicability Hinderer

We believe that agilists’ trend in architecting has resulted in many problems, some of them show
on the short term, and others show on the long term. For example, agilists tend to do the simplest
work upfront and not to include requirements which are not acquired explicitly by customers, so
as not to stick into developing not needed features. Agilists’ tendency has caused them to ignore
even foreseen changes [10], like these changes needed to add quality attributes to a product under
development. Adding quality attributes through a software system’s life cycle introduces new
requirements, thus it can be considered some sort of perfective changes. As cited by Mohagheghi
et al., Lientz et al. reported that 60.3% of the maintenance effort was categorized as perfective
[29]. The challenges accompanying quality attributes’ accommodation -whether these challenges
are in general or are attributed to the usage of agile methodologies in software development- have
resulted in having perfective changes to be of the highest percentage of the total maintenance
efforts. Mockus & Votta’s study revealed that perfective changes -as well as being the highest to
add more lines of code- are more time consuming than adaptive and corrective changes [17].
Methodologists and process practitioners have highlighted some situations where agile methods
offered limited support. We have categorized these limitations according to: (1) their effects on
personnel involved in the project, including developers, stakeholders and customers and how to
organize the work environment for a project; and (2) their effects on choosing applications for
which agile methods would be suitable. We will not go through the details of the first category
because this type of limitations is out of scope for this study. The second category is about
application-oriented limitations. These limitations restrict the applicability of agile methods to
certain applications. Certain characteristics should be present in an application to ensure that
using an agile method for developing it would be a viable option. However; agile architecting
problems are believed to be the main stimulus of these limitations. Examples on these limitations
are [30]:
• Limited support for building reusable artefacts. Many agilists emphasized the need to set up
for the next development level where extending system or integrating it with another one is
important [31]. However; agile proponents have what they consider a golden design rule of
“YAGNI” meaning “You Are not Going to Need It” [3], [31]. This slogan implied that they do
not model, or implement what they are not going to need for the current time. They regarded
mainly specific-purpose applications while not giving the right share of attention to generalpurpose applications [30]. As a result, they did not produce reusable artefacts. Upcoming
development efforts are costly and complicated in the absence of reusable artefacts. Bohem &
Turner emphasize that YAGNI both throws away valuable architectural support for foreseeable
requirements and frustrates customers who want developers to believe their priorities and
evolution requirements are worth accommodating [10].
•
Limited support for developing safety-critical software. Safety-critical systems are
believed to have tight constraints and many risks. Developing such systems requires high quality
control mechanisms, more order, in-depth requirements specification, more planning, and more
modelling and documentation [30]. Safety-critical systems demand high level performance and
reliability. As we’ve mentioned above, agile methods deal with quality attributes as
functionalities which can be added during iterative development. Whereas; these systems won’t
be easy to modify during implementation. Agile critics argued in many positions that agile
processes won’t be suitable to develop safety-critical software [10], [30] where an error would
cause direct damage to human lives.
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•
Limited support for developing large, complex software. While emphasized in many
positions that agile development methods are not suitable for developing large and/or complex
systems [10], [30]; Holler had a contradictory opinion about this issue [32]. Holler claimed that
the difficulty of handling large projects is common to all methodologies and not an agile
approach-specific problem, because as the size grows, the complexity, dependency and
massiveness of the components of a system increases [32]. Agilists depend on refactoring to
modify their architectures during development, while researchers emphasize that refactoring on
large-scale would affect resulting software quality [1]. Also, in large scale systems, refactoring
proved to be expensive as size grows [4], [31]. Scalability is an important issue for large software
systems, reusability is an important issue for product line systems. However, to obtain scalability
or reusability, quality attributes should be considered right from the beginning. To have a big
picture of a software system, and to consider quality attributes from the beginning and to have
techniques and forming structure to address these quality attributes; time should be spent ahead to
develop an architecture for the system to be developed. Large projects need traditional planning
and specification to deal with increased project complexity [10], [4]. Agile methods were proved
to be not suitable as the level of complexity and size of project scales.
It is clear now how the agile approach to architecting affect not only the agile software
development approach applicability on certain types of applications, but also on the short term on
percentage of maintenance spent in fixing what could have been handled if time was spent ahead
to get an initial version of the architecture of a software system to be developed. Through the next
section, we are going to highlight efforts exerted to redirect agilists and agile software
development towards getting a suitable approach to architecting software systems to be
developed.

3. WORKING AROUND AGILE ARCHITECTING PROBLEMS
Agilists and methodologists worked together to increase agile methods’ applicability and to
overcome application-oriented limitations while preserving benefits and advantages agile
methods can offer. Methodology practitioners believe that the amount of architecting done in the
design phase of an agile process is not enough to produce a flexible architecture -which would
begin as an initial one and evolve incrementally- and not a fragile architecture- which emerges by
chance in an unplanned manner and hence can’t provide a big picture of the software’s evolution
and change accommodation options through its lifetime. Through the coming subsections we are
going to discuss efforts exerted to come up with an architecting approach that suits flexibility
demanded by the agile approach to software development.

3.1 Altering the Existing Agile Architecting Approach
Methodology practitioners tried to insert more architecting practices into the design phase. These
practices aim at overcoming architecting problems especially those caused by not considering
quality requirements right from the beginning in the architecture.
I. Continuous Architectural Refactoring (CAR) & Real Architecture Qualification (RAQ)
As a way to discover inefficiencies that could mislead the system’s architecture toward an
unmanageable and unsuitable shape unless resolved as soon as possible; Sharifloo et al. suggested
the Continuous Architectural Refactoring (CAR) as a practice for identifying architectural smells
and deciding solutions to remove them. CAR is a practice that is applied in parallel with agile
iterations [11]. During an iteration, each team builds a model for the tasks they have already
finished. An architect will integrate models received with more recently received models and
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analyzes the resulting diagram carefully to identify smells and make decisions to solve them.
CAR aids well in supporting developer-related quality attributes while it cannot efficiently
analyze user-related quality attributes [11]. Sharifloo et al. suggested another practice to handle
user-related attributes; Real Architecture Qualification (RAQ) [11]. RAQ is applied at the end of
all iterations to test the working system and enables collaboration with stakeholders to identify
user-related quality attributes like performance. RAQ is a kind of a brainstorming session in
which the final architectural model is discussed and evaluated, and the result of this discussion is
reflected through refactoring decisions made.
CAR is advantageous of easily identifying architectural smells and improving developer-related
quality attributes, however it depends on the architect solely and this trend violates
communication and collaboration practices. Also, we argue that this practice requires extra
modelling efforts. Modelling remains an extra work, which may overload the development team
and require highly-skilled personnel. Also, this practice produces redundant models because
developers create models for the tasks they have already finished, while the more cost efficient is
to modify the original models according to what have been already achieved rather than creating
new models. RAQ seems to be a time consuming practice when considering the amount of time
consumed in holding brainstorming sessions and their subsequent sessions.
Unfortunately, in CAR & RAQ, there is no design for quality attributes in advance, so more
refactorings are triggered and this may be costly as the development process proceeds. Also, even
if the authors claim that CAR & RAQ are not time consuming practices because they are held in
parallel with the main development process [11], actually this parallelism could be disturbing and
dispersing of the development team. Jeon et al. tackled CAR & RAQ from another side [33].
They argue that these methods don’t provide guidance on how to analyze quality attributes. We
are totally with this opinion.
II.

Quality Attribute Workshop (QAW) & Attribute-Driven Design (ADD)

Practitioners like Nord et al. argued about the necessity and viability of integrating architecturecentric practices into agile methodologies, especially XP so as to insert and force designing for
quality attributes inclusion from the beginning, and to create the architecture for a software
product rather than depending on metaphors to have one, and to evaluate the architecture for its
strategies’ ability to achieve the required level of quality attributes addressed [34]. Up to the
moment we are writing this, there are no studies reporting applying QAW & ADD in the context
of an agile software development approach, but there are recommendations and arguments about
their applicability.
If we regarded QAW independently, it is believed to enhance customer collaboration by
involving stakeholders in quality attributes definition process. It also bases planning and story
generation processes on business goals; this helps deliver more business value. The architect can
use resulting stories to design the architecture including quality requirements. This would lessen
the number of refactorings and help plan for foreseen changes. If we regarded ADD
independently, we would find that it prepares the architecture to accommodate quality attributes
right from the beginning, and this would reduce the number of refactorings through the system
development life cycle. Also, ADD encourages incremental development as it decomposes the
system into smaller elements. QAW/ADD lessens required refactorings and does not handle
quality attributes as functionalities. It is also worth mentioning that ADD contains a verification
step which takes place at the end of the ADD, so whenever a change occurs, the design can be
adjusted in the verification step. QAW/ADD conforms to agile values in facilitating change
accommodation by continuous analysis and planning, increases customer engagement and gained
feedback, maximizes business value, and enables incremental development.
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3.2

Replacing Currently Adopted Architecting Approach

In this solution path, agilists suggested replacing the whole design process with a modified
subprocess that inherits agile methods’ advantages accompanied with another software
development approach and at the same time avoids shortcomings of the standalone approaches.
Agile Model Driven Development
AMDD is the agile version of Model Driven Development (MDD) [35]. While the moral of MDD
contradicts with the value of agile development, which confirms that working software is the
primary artefact; Ambler explained that agile models are those which are barely good enough
[35]. This means that AMDD’s trend is not to go far in extensive modelling but it is to create
models which are at the most effective point they could possibly be at. AMDD’s target is to guide
developers and stakeholders throughout an effective design process. In his introduction to
AMDD, Ambler advocated providing a big picture at the beginning of each release through the
envisioning activity [35]. However, this big picture would be at the level of a project release.
While claiming that AMDD is a critical strategy for scaling agile software development beyond
the small, co-located team approach seen in the first stage of agile adoption [36], lack of a big
picture at the project level would cause challenging integration problems [37] if applied for
larger, more complex projects.
While MDD is referred to as a set of approaches in which code is automatically or semiautomatically generated from more abstract models [38], Ambler has argued that using modelling
tools would require modelling skill set and specialized expertise [39]. However, Zhang & Patel
showed through a case study that the productivity in number of source code lines per staff month
increased in case of high percentage of automatically generated code compared to hand coding
[40]. Also, Ambler argued that with AMDD, a little bit of modelling is done and then a lot of
coding [36]. This declaration seems to be a clear violation of the basic idea of MDD, which aims
at moving the development efforts from programming to the higher level of abstraction and
concentrate efforts on modelling and generating needed code from these models [38]. AMDD can
also be affected by MDD’s problems such as requiring high expertise, moving complexity rather
than reducing it and other problems [38], provoked by using UML as the standard modelling
language enabling MDD.

4. DEFINING ELEMENTS OF AGILE ARCHITECTING
Now, we can collect the elements of a desired agile architecting approach. Let’s first talk about
what is needed to have an agile approach. An approach to develop software architecture should
follow both of top-down and bottom-up approaches. It should adopt minimalist approach to
architecture while the highest priority architectural drivers are identified are identified and the
simplest design effort is done to achieve them. An initial architecture is achieved at the beginning
to serve as the base for a final form that will emerge through continuous evolution and as a result
of growing and accumulated understanding of business goals and user requirements that either
come up or change through the project’s lifetime. An initial version of the architecture enables
project management to organize work assignments, and configuration management to setup
development infrastructure; and the product builders to decide on the test strategy [41]. It should
also enable further changes to affect the architectural level as the whole product development
lifecycle proceeds. Agilists believe that nothing can be done right from the beginning [31], so this
rule applies also to architecting. If the resulting architecture won’t be right and at its final form
from the beginning as Isham believed, then incremental architecting won’t be a waste of time
[42]. Instead; incremental architecting would enable synchronizing the system with changing
conditions rather than adopting a single straight direction from the beginning [4]. To be agile, an
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architecting trend should adopt simplicity in design, and waiting till more uncertainty about user
requirements is reduced. This way, it enables keeping architecture design decisions to the
minimum while ensuring meeting user requirements. Changes in user required functionalities are
not to be constrained or prohibited. Therefore, changes in quality attributes are to be managed
properly through building an architecture where insights into changes’ impacts on quality
attributes –if any- can be provided. Concentrating on driving the resulting architecture by quality
attribute requirements reduces the need for architectural refactoring to include quality attributes.
An agile architecting approach should praise and encourage individuals and interactions among
them through brainstorming sessions and joint decision making facilitated by discussions and
voting. It should also produce the minimal amount of documents, provided that ideas and needed
values of design decisions are communicated among team members.
To explore what is needed to have an architecting approach to be inserted into an agile software
development process, we need to define elements of architecting and insist on their existence in a
light yet value-producing form. To have an agile architecting approach, architectural drivers –
especially quality attributes- should be clearly identified in definitive forms so as not to leave the
decision of accommodating them for afterthought. Architecting to include quality attributes from
the beginning offers a long-term value concerning lessening the number of refactorings conducted
through software development lifecycle, and enables scalability of a system provided that the
effects and interactions between quality attributes, concerns, and user preferences are known
ahead. Besides, guidance is desired as to how to come up with an architecture that satisfies all
architectural drivers present up to the moment in a flexible design. This need can be achieved by
offering mappings between business goals and user requirements, and the resulting architectural
artefacts which are supposed to be reflecting these goals and drivers, to make sure that a
development team is always having business goals as their main reference to develop an
architecture and to adhere to agile development mindset that always keeps business value as a
main motive. Another aim is to have a balance between architectural concerns and context. From
agilists’ tend in handling quality attributes, it can be concluded that agilists consider the context
while specifying quality attributes more than spending time in analyzing concerns. This
represents a clear violation of their beliefs that every project is a unique case that besides having
an associated contextual and domain knowledge, there are also concerns specific to the case in
hands, and these concerns need to be carefully considered. There is a need for achieving an
architecture design based on a set of drivers derived while relying on considering context as well
as concerns.
Having the rationale of architectural decisions is an aim to be pursued. A clear obvious rationale
is necessary not only to trace decisions back to their reasons, but also to leverage the learning
curve of a team of a project’s team members. Also, offering change impact information in
advance is an aim to be achieved, so as to enable developers to assess a change’s associated risks
and to identify the suitable techniques to deal with changes based on these changes’ similarities
especially those changes affecting architecture and quality attributes. The effect of changing a
component, a connector, or a relationship between them, or inserting a new component in
response to either a functional or quality requirement should be clear ahead; so as not to have a
design that apparently swallowing all changes as they come up, while in fact it suffers severe
mess in its architecture, which degrades gradually. Obtaining change impact information is
considered to be cost beneficial because assessing the effect of changes on the architectural level
solely reduces the costs associated with the whole software evolution process as many
implementation details need not to be considered are eliminated [43].
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Having an explicit architecture, even if an initial incomplete version of it, is necessary for a
process adopts an incremental and iterative development trend like an agile software development
process. In this context, an architecture provides insights into what the next step or the next chunk
to develop will be. Architecting practices used to produce this initial architecture should be
integrated into the development process so as to ensure workflow between development steps,
always tracking business value and being driven by customer needs, and tracking architectural
decisions implications and rapidly handling conflicts between requirements especially
architectural drivers. The architecture of a software product should be put in place to act as a firm
foundation for responding to upcoming changes.

5. CONCLUSION
As agility is more about a mindset more than being about practices; once the morals and value
behind each architecting activity are reached, architecting activities can be tackled in numerous
ways and can serve their purposes without violating agile values. Architecting activities can be
lightened and can yield architecting artefacts that can build a stable yet flexible architecture.
While the battle between agilists and architects is going harder, rationalists from both camps
believe that agile development and architecting are not at odds. Our basic concern through this
paper was to highlight problematic trends in currently adopted agile architecting and provide
insights into how to come up with an approach which is truly agile and can truly yield an
architecture that can accommodate changes while not being eroded.
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